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Abstract

This paper contributes to the ongoing debate regarding the contribution of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) to firm’s performance. As the ICT impact on bank performance is beyond the scope of most similar studies, this study further investigates the impact of Information and Communication Technology Cost Efficiency (ICTCE) on the performance of banks as well. The study assessed the impact of ICT on the performance of South African banking industry using annual data over the period 1990-2012 published by Bankscope – World banking information source. Data analysis is carried out in a dynamic panel environment using the orthogonal transformation approach. The robustness of the results was affirmed by residual cointegration regression analysis using both Pedroni and Kao methods. The findings of the study indicated that the use of ICT increases return on capital employed as well as return on assets of the South African banking industry. The study discovers that more of the contribution to performance comes from information and communication technology cost efficiency compared to investment in information and communication technology. The study recommends that banks emphasize policies that will enhance proper utilization of existing ICT equipment rather than additional investments.
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Introduction

There is no doubt that commercial banks play an important role in the economic development of any nation. The need for efficiency and effectiveness in the running of the banks as leading players in the cohort of financial services providers of a nation thus cannot be overemphasized. Recent advances in the technological world giving birth to the emergence of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) have led to remarkable changes in the ways businesses are run in contemporary times.

Considering the dynamism in the drivers of economies across the globe, it is notable that the world has moved currently to a knowledge-based economy of which the ICT has become one of the principal driving forces (San-Jose, Ituralde, and Maseda, 2009). The effects of ICT are seen in the improvements in productivity and economic growth at the level of the firm (Brynjolfsson and Hitt, 1996) and the economy overall (OECD, 2004; Oliner and Sichel, 2000; Stiroh, 2002).

ICT refers to a wide range of computerized technologies that enables communication and the electronic capturing, processing, and transmission of information. These technologies include products and services such as desktop computers, laptops, hand-held devices, wired or wireless intranet, business productivity software, data storage and security, network security etc. (Ashrafi and Murtaza, 2008). With the use of ICT, businesses can interact more efficiently, and it enables businesses to be digitally networked (Buhalis, 2003). With the use of ICT, the time constraint, and distance barrier to accessing relevant information is eliminated or drastically reduced hence it improves coordination of activities within organizational boundaries (Spanos et al., 2001).

Considering the nature of its operations and services, the banking sector is relatively amenable to innovative technologies (Polasik and Wisniewski, 2008). Delgado and Nieto (2004) argue that the development of electronic communication channels has had a profound impact on the banking industry. The electronic distribution of retail banking services for example, emerged with the introduction of automated teller machines (ATMs), a technology pioneered by Barclays Bank in 1967 (Batiz-Lazo and Wood, 2002; Batiz-Lazo and Wardley, 2007).

Subsequently, the twentieth century have witnessed the rise in popularity of personal computers and the launch of a new electronic banking channel called PC banking which was offered first to the customers of Citibank in 1984 (Shapiro, 1999). As the Internet becomes popularized in the 90s, there was a marked proliferation of electronic banking (Polasik and Wisniewski, 2008).

Evidence from previous empirical studies indicate that ICT has a positive impact on banks’ financial performance, owing to the multitude of benefits it offers its users and providers alike. Such studies include those conducted in the USA (DeYoung, 2005; DeYoung et al., 2007), Spain (Hernando and Nieto, 2007). The decision to provide online services is currently perceived as vital for customer retention and maintaining competitive advantage (DeYoung and Duffy, 2002).
The most important improvement arising from the use of ICT in the enhancement of operations and activities of commercial banks hinged on the reduction in overhead expenses. Specifically, the costs related to the maintenance of physical branches, marketing and labor can be cut appreciably (Hernando and Nieto, 2007). In their study of Turkish online banking, Polatoglu and Ekin (2001) reported that the average cost of online transactions was $0.10 compared to $2.10 for a teller. Similarly, based on a sample of Polish banks, Polasik (2006) estimated that the cost of Internet and in-branch bank transfers was €0.08 and €0.46 respectively.

The benefits of application of ICT in the enhancement of banking services is not only limited to cost reduction benefits alone, the innovation is found also to have significant contribution to giving access to customers residing outside the branch network and create opportunities for effective cross – selling, amongst others (Sachan and Ali, 2006).

The relationship between investment in ICT and business performance has received massive attention from researchers in various countries over the years. The results from these studies have been markedly conflicting. Thus, whether the level of investment in ICT actually brings real benefits to the banks or not is still a matter of concern in academic circles. This is because while some posit a positive relationship between ICT investment and performance (Becchetti, Bedoya & Paganetto, 2003; Hernando and Nunez, 2004; Indjikian and Siegel, 2005) some argue to the contrary (OECD, 2004; McKinsey, 2004). Hence, there is a need for further studies to contribute to the ongoing debate on the nature of the relationship between ICT investment and bank performance.

Furthermore, while most of the previous studies have focused on the relationship between ICT investment and bank performance, none of the studies have attempted to investigate the relationship between ICT cost efficiency and bank performance – an approach that is completely different from investigating the same relationship from ICT investment perspective. This new dimension to the investigation is to extend the investigation further for robustness, complementary or confirmatory purposes.

Moreover, investigation of the relationship between ICT investment and ICT cost efficiency and bank performance has never been carried out in South Africa from available stock of documented studies in this area. These are the contributions that the study stands to make to the body of existing knowledge on the subject matter. To achieve these objectives, the study examines the relationship between ICT investments, ICT cost efficiency and bank performance in South Africa.

We regard the understanding of this subject as an attempt to pave the way for further investigations by both industry and academia to enable researchers, investors, management and ICT managers to be able to deal with and justify the resources spent on acquisition of technology, as well as plan, implement and evaluate efficiency and effectiveness of ICT strategies.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 1 deals with theoretical background and hypotheses. Section 2 describes the methodology adopted for the study. Section 3 presents the results of the study, whilst the final section covers the conclusion and recommendations of the study.

1. Literature review

1.1. Theoretical background and hypotheses. ICT is a combination of information technology and communication technology. It merges computing with high speed communication link carrying data, sound and video (Alabi, 2005). It deals with the collection, storage, manipulation and transfer of information using electronic means. Communication technology refers to the physical devices and software that link various computer hardware components and transfer data from one physical location to another (Laudon, 2001).

The relationship between ICT and performance has attracted the attention of researchers in recent times. Several studies have been conducted to investigate this relationship. It is however worthy of note that there has never been a consensus on whether ICT contribute to organizational performance or not.

Different theoretical approaches have been adopted by researchers to investigate the nature of the relationship between ICT and firm performance over the years. Transaction cost theory (Williamson, 1975); Value chain analysis (Porter, 1985); and Resource-based view which is a more recent theory that is widely embraced by many such as Bharadwaj (2000), Wade and Hulland (2004), Kim et al. (2006), Rai et al. (2006), Wu et al. (2006), Ordanini and Rubera (2010), Lee, Koo and Nam (2010), Fahy and Hooley (2011); Rashidirad, Syed and Soltani (2012).

The resource-based view (RBV) of the firm posits that firms compete on the basis of “unique” corporate resources that are considered to be
valuable, rare, difficult to either imitate or substituted by other resources. The theory stemmed from the area of strategic management research and widely attracts attention as a suitable tool to examine the value delivered by IT resources (Melville, 2004; Wade & Holland, 2004).

The resource-based theory rationalizes firm’s superior performance to organizational resources and capabilities. The resource-based view of the firm links the performance of organizations to resources and skills that are firm specific, rare and difficult to imitate or substitute (Barney, 1991). Hence, it is a theory that is mostly preferred by researchers in this area of study. This paper consequently is based on this theory. The paper highlights the importance of ICT investment (ICTINV) and ICT cost efficiency (ICTCE) as pivotal determinants of commercial banks capability and examines the relationship between ICTCE, ICTINV, and performance of commercial banks in South Africa.

1.2. Resource-based view of ICT and firm performance. Extant literature reveals that firms do compete on the basis of unique corporate resources that are valuable, rare, difficult to imitate, and non-substitutable by other resources (Barney, 1991; Corner, 1991; Schulze, 1992). RBV operates under the assumptions that the resources needed to conceive, choose and implement strategies are heterogeneously distributed across firms whose differences remain stable over time (Barney, 1991).

Resources can be broadly defined to include: assets, knowledge, capabilities, and organizational processes (Bharadwaj, 2000). Grant (1991) however distinguishes between resources and capabilities and further classifies resources into tangible, intangible and personnel-based resources. The tangible resources include: financial capital and physical assets of the firm such as plant, equipment, and stocks of raw materials whereas, intangible resources include reputation, brand image, and product quality while personnel-based resources include technical know-how, and other knowledge assets including dimensions such as organizational culture, employee training, loyalty, etc.

The ability of a firm to create competitive advantage depends on its capability, which is the extent to which the organization can assemble, integrate, and deploy valued resources to create or sustain competitive advantage in the industry to which it belongs (Russo and Fouts, 1997).

1.3. ICT investment (ICTINV). The information and communication technology infrastructure of an organization comprises of its physical ICT asset stock. The business functionality of an organization depends on the reach and range of the stock of this resource. It is a major business resource and a key source for attaining long-term competitive position (McKenney, 1995). Barney (1991) contended however, that physical assets, in and of themselves, can only serve as sources of competitive advantage if and only if they outperform equivalent assets of competitors.

This notion arises out of the fact that considering the fact that physical asset can be easily duplicated by competitors and as such may not be regarded as sources of competitive advantage in themselves. They can however, become sources of competitive advantage when their synergetic benefits are exploited to enhance the organizational competitiveness.

The relationship between ICT investment and firm performance has been studied by several researchers over the years. Bitler (2001) investigated the relationship between information and communication technology investments and small firms’ performance. His study reveals that there was a significant performance difference between firms that adopt ICT and those that do not adopt the technology.

In their study conducted to examine technological progress and its effects in the banking industry using relevant data, Berger et al. (2003) find that ICT investment leads to improvements in costs. The improvement was hinged on productivity increase in form of improved “back-office” technologies which is in form of organization-related benefits such as reduced costs of operation as well as improved “front-office” technologies which is in form of benefits to customers such as improved quality and variety of banking services.

Evidence from other empirical studies conducted on the contribution of automated teller machines (ATMs) to banks’ profitability reveal that investment in ATMs increases both the volume and value of deposit accounts, reduces banking transaction costs, reduces the number of staff and the number of branches and consequently improves banks’ profitability (Abdullah, 1985; Katagiri, 1989; and Shawkey, 1995).

In his study on analysis of the values of return on asset (ROA) arising from ICT investment in the US, Kozak (2005) finds that the value of the return on asset for the US banking sector has increased by 51% thereby suggesting that improvement in ICT
investment, associated with extensive office networks and range of offered services have helped to generate additional revenues for banks thus pointing to the fact that a huge number of diverse operations require higher ICT investment.

Furthermore, Osei and Harvey (2011) in their study (covering fifteen banks over a period of ten years) on investments in ICT and bank business performance in Ghana find that investment in ICT tend to increase profitability (ROA and ROE) for high ICT level banks than for lower ICT level banks.

Considering the foregoing and from literature, we thus hypothesize that:

\[ H1: \text{There is a positively significant relationship between ICT investment and performance of banks in South Africa} \]

1.4. ICT cost efficiency (ICTCE). ICT use has continued to permeate virtually every organization and is being applied in a wide range of areas. It has provided new ways to store, process, distribute, and exchange information within companies and with customers (Kollberg and Dreyer, 2006). The recent ICT developments have enormous implications for the operations, structure and strategy of organizations (Buhalis, 2003).

Application of ICT to enhance the performance of organizations of all types around the world do not only help to cut costs and improve efficiency but also for providing better customer services (Ashrafi and Murtaza). Spanos et al. (2002) posit that ICT has the ability to enhance, coordinate and control the operations of many organizations and can also increase the use of management systems.

Conversely, Ongori and Migiro (2010) maintain that the impact of globalization has obliged many organizations to adopt ICT in order to survive in the present competitive era especially in the area of competing with large organizations. Bresnahan et al. (2002) argue that durable productivity gains have been achieved in enterprises that use ICT. This is traceable to the fact that ICT helps in the effective low of data in organizations thereby assisting organizations to obtain information at any given time, which in turns helps these organizations to reach their desired target. Furthermore, ICT brings about changes in businesses and helps to create competitive advantage hence, organizations of all types tend to adopt the innovation (Apulo and Latham, 2011).

However, on the basis of the socio-technical view (STV) of an organization, it is instructive to note that the ICT acquisition is in itself not a guarantee of improved organizational performance. The principle of STV holds that for there to be an optimal benefit from acquisition of ICT, its potential must be optimally harnessed in the interest of achievement of organizational objective (Trist, 1990).

The theory posits that technology rarely possesses the capacity to advance the overall performance of an organization. The import of this view lies in its recognition of interdependencies between technological and social factors as well as sequential impacts of technology. The theory argues that organizations are neither exclusively social nor predominantly technical systems but are rather best conceived as sociotechnical systems.

The two dimensions of an organization though are independent but yet are correlative thus; organizational activities and outcomes are optimal when both social and technical elements of an organization are strong (Trist, 1990). This theory (STV) complements and builds on the RBV which holds that a firm’s combination of technological and human inputs are socially complex, therefore organizational routines can be difficult to imitate, forming the basis of competitive advantage and superior performance (Barney, 1991; and Barney and Ketchen, 2001).

The STV principle underscores the argument in favor of ICT cost efficiency being a necessary condition for the attainment of optimality in the deployment of ICT to enhance organizational performance. Cost efficiency in the spirit of strategic cost management is concerned with strategies aimed at obtaining maximum possible revenue with minimum possible inputs (Fethi & Pasious, 2010; Casu & Giradone, 2004, 2006). Furthermore, Casu (2004), and Tanna (2009) posit that efficiency can be measured in terms of observable increase in efficiency owing to technical progress which is a function of technological change.

Hence, from literature and theory, we thus hypothesize that:

\[ H2: \text{There is a significant relationship between ICT cost efficiency and performance of commercial banks in South Africa.} \]

1.5. Bank performance. Measurement of bank performance is a complicated activity. Researchers have used different approaches to assess the performance of banks in various countries at various times. However some of the most reliable yardsticks that have been used in the past to measure bank
performance are the return of assets (ROA) and return on equity (ROE).

Ahmed and Khababa (1999) in their assessment of bank performance in Saudi Arabia employed three ratios as measures of performance – ROE, ROA and percentage change in earnings per share. Sinkey (1992) posits that return on asset is a comprehensive measure of overall bank performance from an accounting perspective being a primary indicator of managerial efficiency as it indicates how capable the management of a bank has been in converting the bank’s asset into net earnings.

Rose and Hudgins (2006) however maintain that ROE is a good measure of accounting profitability from the shareholders perspective. It approximates the net benefit that the stockholders have received from investing their capital.

Akintoye (2004) also identified three ratios that can be used as proxies for organizational performance namely: Net Profit Margin (NPMARG), Return on Capital Employed (ROCE), and Return on Assets (ROA). Arising from the principles of both the resource-based view and sociotechnical view is another measure of organizational performance, which depends on the basis of the organization’s information and communication technology cost efficiency (ICTCE). This is a measure of ICT capability of an organization – the extent to which the organization can assemble, integrate, and deploy valued resources to create or sustain competitive advantage in the industry to which it belongs (Russo and Fouts, 1997). These variables of organizational performance in their nominal formats are as expressed in their respective ratios as follows:

\[
\text{Net Profit Margin} = \frac{\text{Net Profit}}{\text{Gross Earnings}} \times 100, \quad (1)
\]

\[
\text{Return on Capital Employed} = \frac{\text{Gross Earnings}}{\text{Capital Employed}} \quad (2)
\]

\[
\text{Return on Assets} = \frac{\text{Gross Earnings}}{\text{Total Assets}} \quad (3)
\]

\[
\text{ICT Cost Efficiency} = \frac{\text{Gross Earnings}}{\text{ICT Investment}} \quad (4)
\]

2. Methodology

2.1. Data and sources. In this study, secondary data in the form of panels have been used. The data were collected from the annual reports and accounts of the banks covered by the study as published by bankscope – World banking information source. The period covered by the banks’ financial reports is from 1990 to 2012. The data retrieved from the bankscope report comprises of net profit (NP), total asset (TA), information and communication technology investment (ICTINV), gross earnings (GE), and capital employed (CE).

Performance indicators (financial ratios) of interest to the study (dependent variables) based on literature are: net profit margin (NPMARG), return on capital employed (ROCE), return on assets (ROA). These indicators of performance are computed (as shown above) from the financial report of the banks to suit the objectives of the study.

It must be pointed out that the dataset contained some missing units. To eliminate the missing units, especially in the dependent variables, five-year moving average backward was adopted. We are cautious to adopt the same process for all the dataset in order to maintain some originality of data distribution.

2.2. Sample size and sampling technique. According to Asika (2006), it is practically impossible to take a complete and comprehensive study of the entire population going by nature and pattern of distribution. Hence a representative sample is used from the population of study. Since the interest of this study is to investigate the impact of information and communication technology on performance of banks in South Africa, the four biggest banks were thus purposively selected for the study being the banks that controlled the lion share of the South African banking population. These banks according to PWC South Africa (2013) are Absa, FirstRand, Nedbank and Standard Bank.

2.3. Data analysis. The estimation began with descriptive statistics. This was done to establish that the dataset was normally distributed. In statistical analysis, it is a necessary condition that dataset must pass the tests of normal distribution otherwise, they are to be transformed so as to make them conform to the basic assumptions of Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) regression. The result of the descriptive statistics is presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Descriptive statistic

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>LCE</th>
<th>LGE</th>
<th>ICTCE</th>
<th>ICTINV</th>
<th>NPM</th>
<th>ROA</th>
<th>ROCE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>9.865303</td>
<td>8.578694</td>
<td>2.851483</td>
<td>7.858118</td>
<td>44.22026</td>
<td>0.034532</td>
<td>0.370205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>10.15268</td>
<td>8.568850</td>
<td>2.762316</td>
<td>7.879668</td>
<td>34.89883</td>
<td>0.029426</td>
<td>0.279140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>11.20929</td>
<td>10.52988</td>
<td>10.71716</td>
<td>9.091782</td>
<td>303.8095</td>
<td>0.124358</td>
<td>1.322015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The data being highly skewed and with high Jarque-Bera statistic was transformed to conform to the normality assumption preparatory to rigorous parametric analysis. This was done by logging some of the variables after which a new descriptive statistics as shown in Table 1 (above) indicate appreciable conformance with normality requirements judging from the statistically high significant \( p \)-values recorded for most of the variables. The moderate values exhibited by Jarque-Bera, the low Skewness coupled with the Kurtosis statistics that line within normal range, all point to unskewness of the distribution. In this wise, the null hypothesis of normal distribution can therefore not be rejected.

After conducting the descriptive statistics, we proceed to regression analysis using the Panel Generalized Method of Moment. This analysis helps us to define the type and level of significance of the relationship that exist between the dependent variables and the independent variables. To control for the effect of the disturbance terms, the Hausman regression was conducted which affirm the statistical significance of both period and fixed effects. Further, the data analysis was also carried out in a dynamic panel environment using the orthogonal transformation approach. This is to further ascertain the specific time periods during which the relationship under investigation was significant. The table of the regression results is as shown below.

### Table 2. Dynamic panel regression analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ROCE</td>
<td>-0.080837 (0.040434)</td>
<td>0.170406 (0.047973)***</td>
<td>0.077270 (0.009405)***</td>
<td>0.850667</td>
<td>1.26E-18</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROA</td>
<td>0.013035 (0.00373)**</td>
<td>0.007619 (0.004476)*</td>
<td>0.011344 (0.000878)**</td>
<td>0.847464</td>
<td>3.4E-18</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPMARG</td>
<td>34.52369 (13.59933)**</td>
<td>-0.017967 (0.008178)**</td>
<td>-14.30224 (3.167249)**</td>
<td>.402118</td>
<td>1.96E-18</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LGE</td>
<td>0.106877 (0.138931)</td>
<td>0.365571 (0.164933)**</td>
<td>0.317008 (0.032315)**</td>
<td>0.920671</td>
<td>3.12E-19</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Robust standard errors are in parentheses. *** \( p < 0.01 \), ** \( p < 0.05 \), * \( p < 0.1 \).

The interpretation of Table 2 begins with the test of goodness of fit. From the table, the three indicators of the goodness of fit (the Adjusted R-squared (with the singular exception of the value for NPMARG), the Probability \( J \)-statistics, and the \( p \)-value of the regression) all allude to the goodness of fit of the model.

More specifically, the \( p \)-value for the four dependent variables with respect to ICTCE in the models are all statistically significant at 99% confidence levels. Looking at each of the variables, it is observable that the effect of ICT investment, ICT cost efficiency and log of capital employed is significant on all the dependent variables to varying degree of significance with the exception of the log of capital employed on ROCE and log of gross earnings. With these results, we do not reject the two hypotheses of this study.

Furthermore, the implication of this result is that the effect of ICTINV and ICTCE is more on the explained variables (ROA, ROCE, LGE and NPMARG) than the effect of capital employed on the same response variables. Hence, policies aimed at ensuring optimality of bank performance should be directed more at ICTCE and ICTINV than on Capital employed. However, it is notable from the table that the highest priority should be placed on ICTCE, followed by ICTINV in that order.

Having established the presence of a significant and positive relationship between ICTINV and ICTCE, the next investigation that was carried out is to ascertain whether or not the relationship
between the regressors and the response variables has a long run dimension. This was done by the conduct of the residual cointegration regression tests using two approaches – Pedroni residual cointegration regression and Kao residual cointegration regression. The results of the two residual cointegration regressions are as presented in Tables 3 and 4 below.

### Table 3. Pedroni residual cointegration regression results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>LGE ICTCE LICTINV LCE</th>
<th>NPM ICTCE ICTINV LCE</th>
<th>ROA LICTINV ICTCE LCE</th>
<th>ROCE ICTCE ICTCE LICTINV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Panel v-Stat</td>
<td>-0.194215</td>
<td>0.5770</td>
<td>-0.538730</td>
<td>0.7050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel rho-Stat</td>
<td>-0.11666</td>
<td>0.4536</td>
<td>-0.835577</td>
<td>0.2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel PP Stat</td>
<td>-0.701608</td>
<td>0.2415</td>
<td>-1.76497</td>
<td>0.00388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel ADF Stat</td>
<td>-0.689948</td>
<td>0.2454</td>
<td>-1.561433</td>
<td>0.0592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group rho-Stat</td>
<td>0.456647</td>
<td>0.6760</td>
<td>-0.300802</td>
<td>0.3818</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group PP Stat</td>
<td>-1.008434</td>
<td>0.1566</td>
<td>-2.384413</td>
<td>0.0086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group ADF-Stat</td>
<td>0.808100</td>
<td>0.2095</td>
<td>-1.950254</td>
<td>0.0256</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: I – LGE ICTCE LICTINV LCE; II – NPM ICTCE ICTINV LCE; III – ROA LICTINV ICTCE LCE, IV – ROCE ICTCE LICTINV LCE.

### Table 4. Kao residual cointegration regression results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>LGE ICTCE LICTINV LCE</th>
<th>NPM ICTCE ICTINV LCE</th>
<th>ROA LICTINV ICTCE LCE</th>
<th>ROCE ICTCE ICTCE LICTINV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADF</td>
<td>-4.053649</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>-2.655934</td>
<td>0.0040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual Variance</td>
<td>0.066388</td>
<td>1221.741</td>
<td>2.80E-05</td>
<td>0.002928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAC variance</td>
<td>0.073497</td>
<td>604.0974</td>
<td>3.91E-05</td>
<td>0.003264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESID (-1)</td>
<td>-0.384181</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>-0.649521</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D (RESID (-1))</td>
<td>0.255182</td>
<td>0.0124</td>
<td>0.105003</td>
<td>0.0339</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted R²</td>
<td>0.241068</td>
<td>0.297783</td>
<td>0.167454</td>
<td>0.038345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Durbin-Watson</td>
<td>2.053670</td>
<td>1.847675</td>
<td>2.164615</td>
<td>2.044970</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Having satisfied the necessary pre-condition for cointegration regression, we proceeded to carry out the residual cointegration regression using two methods namely: the Pedroni and Kao residual cointegration regression. The essence of this is to establish the truism or otherwise of presence of long run relationship within the various series of the variables under investigation. From the results of the test statistics (Panel v, Panel rho, Panel PP, Panel ADF, Group rho, Group PP, and Group ADF), it is noteworthy that most of the seven test statistics have highly insignificant p-values either at 1%, 5% or 10% significance levels for all the four series (LGE ICTCE LICTINV LCE, ROA ICTCE LICTINV LCE, ROCE ICTCE LICTINV LCE, and NPM ICTCE LICTINV LCE) which implies that the null hypothesis of no cointegration is rejected. This is an affirmation of the Pedroni residual cointegration test results.

Furthermore, the test statistics on the basis of Kao residual cointegration was also carried out for confirmatory purposes. It is interesting to note that the Kao residual cointegration test is more sensitive if compare to the Pedroni residual cointegration test. This is in view of the fact that while all the four series are cointegrated in the case of the Pedroni residual cointegration test, with Kao residual cointegration tests, only two of the four series are cointegrated at 1% significance level judging from the ADF t-statistic and their corresponding p-values leading to the rejection of the null hypothesis of no cointegration in the series (these are ROCE ICTCE LICTINV LCE and ROA ICTCE LICTINV LCE) while for the other two series i.e. LGE ICTCE LICTINV LCE and NPM ICTCE LICTINV LCE, we do not reject the null hypothesis of no cointegration. Further studies may be needful to establish this observation of Kao residual cointegration being more sensitive than Pedroni residual cointegration as found in this study.

The consistency and reconcilability of the cointegration results obtained using the two methods are indicative of the robustness of the cointegration regression results (especially for the two series: ROCE ICTCE LICTINV LCE and ROA ICTCE LICTINV LCE). This confirms the fact that the
relationship between the variables in the series is not spurious. Moreover, the results further indicate that the variables in the series have a long run relationship. It is however worthy of note that the results indicated a much higher contribution to performance from ICTCE compared to that from ICTINV. This result suggests that whereas the investment in ICT is worth the while for management of banks in South Africa, emphasis should be placed on policies that will enhance proper utilization of ICT equipment rather than additional investments.

Discussion
This study analyzed the relationship between ICTINV, ICTCE and performance of banks in South Africa. The results of the analyses are presented in tables 1-4. We developed two hypotheses that have been empirically tested with data generated from Bankscope published reports on financial reports of banks from 1991 to 2012. The four biggest banks in South Africa were used in the study for better representation. The results allowed for the following conclusions to be reached.

Firstly, the results indicate that the effect of the explanatory variables (ICTINV, ICTCE, and CE) on the response variables (ROCE, ROA, NPMARG, and GE) is the most remarkable for Return on Capital Employed and Return on Asset. This result is consistent with that of Kozak (2005) who’s study on the analysis of the values of return on assets (ROA) for US banking sector increased by 51% owing to ICT investment. He argues that a huge number of operations require higher ICT investment. Similarly, Osei and Harvey (2011) in their study covering fifteen banks over a period of ten years with regard to ICT investment and Ghanaian banks’ performance reveal that investment in ICT tend to increase banks’ profitability and that high ICT level banks perform better than low ICT level banks.

Secondly, the results suggest that the contribution of ICTCE to the performance indicators is much higher than that of ICTINV. It is inferred from these results that it is not just enough to acquire ICT equipment but that is more important to ensure cost efficiency in the deployment of ICT facility to enhance performance of banks in South Africa.

The hypothesis that was advanced in support of a positive relationship between ICT investment, ICTCE and the various performance indicators was confirmed judging from the results of the dynamic panel regression (Gross Earnings with 92% explanatory power, ROCE with 85% explanatory power, and ROA with 84% explanatory power). This result is consistent with the findings of Becchetti, Bedoya & Paganetto (2003), Hernando & Nunez (2004), Bayo-Moriones & Lera-Lopez (2007) and Garces-Ayerbe (2009) which posited that a positive relationship exists between ICT investment and firm performance. This is in tandem with a priori expectation. Consequently, we do not reject either of the two hypotheses.

This investigation provides empirical evidence to increase our knowledge of the relationship between ICT investment (ICTINV), ICT cost efficiency (ICTCE), and performance of South African banks. The conclusion obtained from the results show that ICT investment and ICT cost efficiency have a significant relationship with performance of banks in South Africa. It is however worthy of note from the results that the influence of ICT cost efficiency on firm performance is higher than that of ICT investment.

Conclusion
The paper concludes that the performance of banks is influenced both by ICT investment as well as ICT cost efficiency. However, it is worthy of note that the impact of ICTCE on performance of banks is more than that of ICT investment. The implication of these findings underscores the need for policy makers to emphasize policies that enhance optimal utilization of ICT resources rather than embark on additional investments.
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